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Abstract 

A Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) consist of a collection of wireless mobile nodes 

which dynamically exchange data among themselves without the reliance on a fixed 

base station or a wired backbone network. In such networks, the wireless mobile 

nodes may dynamically enter the network as well as leave the network.  The 

establishment and sustained existence of MANET services are mainly based on an 

individual node’s cooperation in packet forwarding.  Owing to the unique 

characteristics and demanding use, MANETs are vulnerable to attacks flung by 

misbehaving nodes. In this paper, a comprehensive comparative analysis of the three 

trust based protocols proposed in the literature namely TV-DSR, ET-DSR, FTP-DSR 

with the standard traditional source routing protocol DSR are done. The efficiency of 

these protocols has been evaluated on different scenarios using performance metrics 

such as packet delivery ratio, average delay, and throughput. The analysis of routing 

performance will be tested and the results are compared and represented graphically. 
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1. Introduction 

 A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes which can 

communicate with each other without help from any centralized infrastructure. 

Classic Examples of these applications are deployments of moving people over a 

surface area (military deployments, rescue exercises, etc...) or wireless sensor 

networks. In these situations, the routing of packets between nodes which do not 
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have any direct communication needs to be carried out with the co-operation of all 

the nodes which make up the network. The well-known protocols which are 

undergoing active research are AODV [1], DSR [2], and TORA [3].These protocols 

have been developed for networks where all nodes behave in cooperative and faithful 

manner in forwarding the packets. However, in real life, such an unselfish approach 

is hard to attain and so, these protocols are more often executed by malicious nodes 

which disturb the performance of the network [4, 5]. To maintain the unstructured 

nature of ad hoc networks without making any superfluous assumptions, a trust-

based scheme is usually needed to protect these routing protocols. As nodes, may not 

aware to which nodes it relates to or which nodes connected to them. Therefore, 

access to resources or information can be shared among both trusted and non-trusted 

nodes. The networks work well only if the mobile nodes are trust worthy and behave 

cooperatively [6]. Assigning a local trust level to a node pair can not only alleviate 

the negative effects caused by misbehaviors but also make communication occur 

only among trustworthy neighbors with respect to the fact that the exchange of 

information with compromised nodes which can weaken the performance of ad hoc 

networks. Therefore, incorporating a relationship of trust into MANET nodes is 

important [7]. The inherent freedom in self-organized mobile ad hoc networks 

introduces challenges for trust management. Some trust management models have 

been developed for wired networks but they are inapplicable to MANETs because of 

their dynamic topology and application scenario. The Watchdog and Pathrater 

mechanism [8] has been specifically designed to optimize the forwarding mechanism 

in the Dynamic Source Routing protocol. The mechanism basically consists of two 

components: Watchdog and Pathrater. The Watchdog is responsible for detecting 

selfish nodes that do not forward packets. The Pathrater assigns different rating to the 

nodes based upon the feedback that it receives from the Watchdog. Pirzada and 

McDonald develop a protocol based on DSR in [9], their   protocol takes advantage 

of the full route information available in DSR [2]. Trusted-DSR [10] extended from 

DSR selects a forward path based on a local evaluation of the trust values of all 

intermediate nodes along the path to the destination. Pirzada et al.  [11] evaluated the 

performance of three trust based reactive routing  protocols  (trusted  AODV, DSR 

and TORA) by varying the number of malicious nodes and other experiment settings. 

The results indicate that each trust-based routing protocol has its own advantage. 

Trust-based AODV routing maintains a stable throughput and surpasses TORA and 

DSR at higher traffic loads. Manickam et al. proposed a Fuzzy based Ad hoc on 

demand Distance Vector (FAODV) Routing Protocol [12]. The authors used fuzzy 

logic for trust evaluation and setup a Threshold Trust Value (TTV) for trust 

verification. Fuzzy logic based trust evaluation gives   a rational prediction of trust 

value and an accurate identification of malicious behavior based on   fuzzy inference 

rules. As another extension to DSR, Guoet al. [13] gave a dynamic trust evaluation 
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scheme based on routing model (Trust-DSR).In its route selection is limited on the 

routes that obtained from standard DSR, the ultimate selected route is not necessarily 

the most trusted one. Xia et al. proposed Fuzzy Trusted Dynamic Source Routing 

FTDSR protocol [14]. The subjective trust evaluation model proposed by the authors 

use the credibility of nodes can be evaluated by considering different trust decision 

factors and they used analytic hierarchy process theory and fuzzy logic rules 

prediction method to predict the nodes behaviour. Xia et al. proposed Trust-based 

Source Routing protocol (TSR) [15]. The authors uses only the forwarding  ratios to 

recognize a monitored node‟s historical behaviors and they used fuzzy logic rules 

prediction method to calculate the evaluated node‟s current trust on the point view of 

the monitor.  

In, most of the work presented earlier in this paper takes into account the measure of 

the forwarding mechanism by network nodes. The factors such as importance of the 

packets forwarded and the time a forwarding node takes to transmit packets are not 

considered. In this paper, a comparative performance analysis of the protocols which 

calculates trust value by employing different factors namely Weight based 

Forwarding Ratio Factor, similarity Factor and Time Aging Factor based on the 

history of interaction between the nodes.  

 The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of 

the trust based source routing protocols namely TV-DSR, ET-DSR and FTP-DSR.  In 

section 3, the simulation results to evaluate the performance of then protocols are 

presented. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Overview of the Protocols 

a. Trust Vector Based DSR Protocol (TV-DSR) 

 In TV-DSR [16], to enhance the security of network and protect the nodes 

from vulnerabilities, a vector trust management model to evaluate the 

trustworthiness of a node is proposed by the authors. The trust value of a node is 

calculated based on their history of behaviours. The various factors used in 

calculating the trust value of a node are Weighted Forwarding ratio factor, 

Similarity Factor and Time Aging Factor. Weighted Forwarding Ratio is 

calculated as follows 
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Weight assigned to the packets based on their importance varies from 0 to 1. The 

similarity factor between two nodes are calculated by using Pearson Correlation. The 

weighted average of these factors are taken for considering the trust value of the node. 
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The most trustable path from node i to node k is the trust path yielding highest trust 

rating TVi,k . In Vector Trust, the most trustable path can be computed as the maximal 

product value of all directed edges along a path. The path obtained by this method 

yields not only path with trusted nodes but also number of hops is also less. 

b. Energy based Trusted DSR routing protocol (ET-DSR) 

 In ET-DSR [17] , a novel energy aware trusted routing scheme to select the most 

trustable path based on the route trust and also the energy level of nodes in the route 

is proposed by the authors. The path obtained by using this scheme not only includes 

the nodes with high trusted values but also excludes the nodes which have low 

residual energy. Apart from calculating the trust value, the authors consider the 

residual battery power of each node in the network. Because, depending on the 

amount of remaining energy, each node acts differently. The rate of energy 

consumption is also affected by the node‟s status. Thus, these parameters are linked 

and affect the node‟s lifetime considerably. The residual battery power at node Vi , 

RBPi  can be calculated as ratio of the difference in the P (Vi) , the initial power level 

of node Vi  and DRi, the draining rate of the node Vi  to the Pt (Vi) , power of the node 

Vi at time t. The most trustable path from node i to node k is the trust path yielding 

highest trust rating TVi,k . The algorithm checks the energy level of each node in the 

selected trusted path. If any node is having RBE value less or equal to the energy 

threshold , that path is avoided and the next available path with the maximum trust 

rating is chosen.   

c. Fuzzy based Trusted DSR using Residual battery power (FTP-DSR) 

In FTP-DSR [18[, a novel trust based power aware routing scheme which uses fuzzy 

logic prediction rules to select the most trustable path is proposed by the authors. The 

information related to trust value and energy value are imprecise by nature so the 

authors use a model based on fuzzy logic. The values of different criteria are mapped 

into linguistic values that characterize the level of satisfaction with the numerical 

value of the objectives. The membership functions express a fuzzy status for each 

value of each measurement, which allows building the rules required for inference 

engine. The output variable of the first inference engine is the Reliable Trust value 

(RTV),  a fuzzy variable. Finally, the defuzzification module makes use of the fuzzy 

route quality to determine the route quality of each path using the center-of-gravity 

method. The paths are then ordered in decreasing order of route quality and, for each 

individual traffic relation. The best path is selected to route the calls for the next time 

period. The behaviour of the nodes can be predicted by the fuzzy logic rules., a fuzzy 

controller is used for the prediction of the node behaviours and obtains a best route 

without any link failures. The path obtained by using this scheme not only includes 

the nodes with high trusted values but also excludes the nodes which have low 

residual battery power.  
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3. Experimental Results 

A realistic performance analysis of the three trust based protocols proposed in the 

literature and the standard DSR are evaluated in this paper. To evaluate the precise 

impact of an identical trust-based scheme on all the proposed trusted routing 

protocols, only the direct trust to influence the routing process is considered and not 

the reputation based scheme. The performance of the protocols is evaluated under 

active attacks and monitors their inherent robustness against the malicious and selfish 

nodes. With the help of extensive simulations using NS2 Network Simulator[19], the 

results are presented showing the performance of each protocol in a network under 

different scenarios. 

Setup 

The NS-2 simulator was used to evaluate the performance of the trust based 

protocols  under attack conditions. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Simulation Time 200 s 

Number of Nodes 25 

Map Size 1000 m×1000 m 

Mobility Model Random Way Point 

Traffic type     Constant Bit Rate   

     (CBR)/UDP 

Transmission Radius 250 m 

Packet Size 512 bytes 

Connection Rate 4 pkts/s 

Pause Time 2 s 

Energy of Each Node   120 joule 
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Mobility Model 

The random way point movement model [20] for the simulation in which a 

node first waits for the pause interval and then moves to a randomly chosen position 

with a velocity chosen between 0 m/s to the maximum speed, waits there for the 

pause time, and then moves on to another random position. A pause time of 0 seconds 

implies continuous mobility whereas a pause time of 1,000 seconds means a static 

network. Similarly, a maximum speed of 0 m/s also correlates to a static network. 

Communications Model 

The IEEE standard 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is used 

as the MAC layer for all the routing protocols taken for performance comparison in 

this chapter. All ROUTEREQUEST and QRY packets are broadcasted using the 

unslotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access protocol with Collision Avoidance 

(CSMA/CA). In CSMA/ CA, each broadcasting node waits for a vacant channel by 

sensing the medium. If the channel is vacant, it makes the transmission. In case of a 

collision, the colliding stations wait using the Ethernet binary exponential back off 

algorithm. To unicast packets, the node first reserves the channel by transmitting a 

short Ready-to-Send (RTS) frame. The intended recipient node, in response, sends a 

Clear-to-Send (CTS) frame to the RTS sender. All nodes overhearing the RTS or CTS 

frames abstain from transmitting for the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) interval. 

Upon receipt of the CTS, the packet is transmitted which is acknowledged by the 

recipient. 

Metrics 

We use 3 metrics to evaluate the performance of these routing protocols , in which the 

first two metrics are the most important for best effort route and transmit protocols. 

1. Packet Loss. The packet loss indicates the total number of data packets lost 

legitimately or through malicious action without any notification  

2. Throughput. It is the ratio between the number of data packets received by the 

application layer of destination nodes to the number of packets sent by the 

application layer of source nodes. 

3. Routing Packet Overhead. This is the ratio between the total number of 

control packets generated (excluding HELLO and BEACON packets) to the 

total number of data packets received during the simulation time. 
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a. Scenario  1: Varying Node Speeds 

In the first test, comparison of DSR, TV-DSR, ET-DSR and  FTP-DSR are done 

when the maximum speed of nodes varies from 0 (m/s) to 30 (m/ s) are done. As 

shown in Figure 1, the delivery ratios of DSR declines remarkably as nodes speed up 

while the delivery ratio of proposed trusted protocols decrease gently. The differences 

become more apparent at higher speeds. This advancement of the trusted protocols 

can attribute to the improved probability of node behaviour detection due to „trust‟ 

factor. All the trusted protocols in the comparison can make use of the node‟s trust 

feature, which elevates the probability of successful delivery to a trustworthy node 

using a trusted route. In contrast, a node in DSR only implements the traditional 

routing protocol, which only maintains one shorter route to a destination and is unable 

to improve packet delivery in case of route break or attacks from malicious nodes. 

FTP-DSR has higher delivery ratios than other protocols because the former obtains 

the node‟s remaining battery power and trust value using fuzzy logic which elevates 

the probability of successful delivery. FTP-DSR has higher delivery radios than other 

protoocls because the former pays more attention to control packets and alleviates the 

impacts of malicious nodes in route discoveries. 

 

Figure 1. Packet Delivery Ratio vs Varying Speed 

Figure 2 illustrates that the average end-to-end latency in all the protocols rise with 

the increase of maximum speed. At higher speeds, route entries become invalid more 

quickly and thus source nodes initiate more route rediscoveries before sending data. 

At the highest speed of 30 (m/s), the average latency reaches their peaks respectively. 

FTP-DSR has a little lower average latency than other protocols because the former 

avoids malicious nodes more accurately, thus reducing the risk of adding delay for 

resending the failed routing packets. 
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Figure 2. Average Latency vs Varying Speed 

 

Figure  3. Routing Packet Overhead vs Varying Speed 

Scenario 2: Varying Number of Malicious Nodes 

 In scenario 2, Figure 4 depicts the performance results for the DSR, TV-DSR, ET-

DSR and FTP-DSR protocols in the presence of malicious nodes. When there are no 

malicious nodes, the packet loss rate is about 3% in DSR, TV-DSR, ET-DSR and 

FTP-DSR. The delivery ratios in DSR and AODV degrade sharply while the ratios in 

trusted protocols degrade gently as the number of malicious nodes increases, and the 
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delivery ratios of trusted protocols are always higher than that of standard protocols 

without trust. Because of that, with the help of trust mechanism, source nodes can try 

another trusted route without the existence of malicious nodes to forward packets and 

thus packet delivery ratio is improved. For instance, the ratios in FTP-DSR drop from 

97% to 91% as the number of malicious nodes varies from 0 to 10. The delivery ratios 

in other protocols also have decay. The reason is that, with the proportion of 

malicious nodes increases, the probability of suspect or low trustworthy nodes existed 

on the routing route also increases, leading to descend the packet delivery ratio. From 

the sharp attenuation in DSR, we find that, malicious nodes make huge damage to the 

whole network, and more malicious nodes are, the more serious their damage is. 

 

 

Figure 4. Packet Delivery Ratio vs Number of Malicious Nodes 
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Figure  5. Average Latency vs Varying 

 

As shown in Figure 5, the average latency in Trusted protocols ascends slowly 

with the increase number of malicious nodes. This average latency is mainly caused 

by queuing delays and retransmission delays. This reason is that, trusted protocols add 

„trust‟ concept, along with the malicious nodes increase, the routing route established 

by these methods may add hops, which results in the greater delay. However, the 

average latency in DSR ascends sharply and there is an obvious reduction in the 

average latency with TV-DSR, ET-DSR and FTP-DSR compared to DSR. There are 
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two reasons: (1) in the process of route discovery and Path Selection, the network can 

avoid malicious nodes; (2) the availability of alternative routes eliminates delay 

caused by route rediscoveries in DSR, while multiple candidate mechanisms avoid 

route rediscoveries in trusted protocols, which contribute to effectively reduce the 

end-to-end latency. The trust-based protocols on the other hand have to make such 

decisions at the source as well as all intermediary nodes. This indirectly increases the 

delay in the packet traversal time when compared to the TV-DSR, ET-DSR and FTP-

DSR. 

In figure 6, When the number of malicious nodes increases to 10 (40% of the whole 

nodes), the routing packet overhead of DSR, TV-DSR, ET-DSR and FTP-DSR are as 

shown in Figure 6. The routing packet overhead in DSR is low, the reason is that, the 

increased control packets in the trusted protocols are primarily due to their route 

discovery mechanism that broadcasts more RREQ/Flow-REQ and RREP/Flow-

SETUP packets to look for trustworthy routes to destinations. However, when the 

number of malicious nodes is bigger than 6, the routing packet overhead in trusted 

protocols are smaller than DSR and AODV, because of that the huge damage on 

routing path from malicious nodes. In DSR, due to the absence of the participation of 

the trust model, along with the increase number of malicious nodes, almost all of the 

routing route has the participation of malicious nodes which promote the attacks in 

the network, leading to the sharply increase in routing packet overhead. The routing 

packet overhead in  FTP-DSR is smaller than other protocols, the reason is that, the 

desertion of the packets with equal best values in FTP-DSR can decrease the invalid 

messages in the network and reduce the routing packet overhead. 

 

 

Figure 6. Routing Packet Overhead vs Varying Number of Malicious Nodes 
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4. Conclusion 

In this paper, performance of TV-DSR, ET-DSR, FT-DSR and DSR are evaluated 

under different scenarios. All these three protocols calculates trust based on the 

importance of the packet being transmitted. Of all the protocols, the FTP-DSR out 

performs the other protocols in terms of packet delivery ratio, average end to end 

delay and through put by detecting the misbehaving nodes accurately and excluding 

them in the network. The fuzzy concept adopted in calculating the trust value makes 

the protocol more secure and finds the path eliminating the misbehaving nodes in the 

path. Our goal is to present a better understanding of the relative merits of these 

protocols and provide a beneficial reference for further study on ad hoc unicasts and 

multicast routing protocols for providing secure route in the ad hoc networks. 
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